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By Johannes Pflaum
God’s promises and His
plan of salvation flow through Israel. God will
keep His Word, will fulfill all remaining promises
for Israel, and will save His people.
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Action for Israel
By Arno Froese

Editor’s Note
Dear Friends of Israel,
BY FREDI WINKLER

W

hen the angel of the
Lord appeared to
Moses in the burning
bush, Moses asked for His name.
The story is one of the most remarkable in the Bible.
For one thing, it states that it
was the angel of the Lord that appeared to Moses; but then again,
it also states that it was God.
However, it wasn’t God the Father Himself, but an angel called
by the name Yahweh.
The extraordinary appearance
caused Moses to ask the angel for
His name. The angel’s answer
doesn’t recur anywhere in the
whole Bible: “And God said unto
Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and
he said, Thus shalt thou say unto
the children of Israel, I AM hath
sent me unto you” (Exod 3:14).
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The noteworthy thing is that in
the next phrase, the Lord is
now no longer calling Himself
“I AM,” but rather “He is” (in
Hebrew Yahweh, as He is always
called in the Bible).
This means that we can understand that the name Yahweh isn’t
a name in the strict sense of the
word, but a transcription of His
nature. The Elberfelder (German)
Bible translated Yahweh as “the
eternal One.” This translation
probably comes closest to the
name’s meaning.
The name Yahweh actually
means, “I am what I am,” or,
“I will be what I will be.” If the
Lord was personally introducing
Himself to Moses, it wouldn’t be
logical that He would say, “He
will be,” but, “I will be.”

What can we learn from this
name? We see that the very
essence of God, in His unspeakable greatness and glory, will only
be fully manifested in the future.
Much of what concerns the Godhead is still a mystery to us.
When the angel of the Lord announced the birth of a son to
Samson’s parents, the father,
Manoah, asked the angel of the
Lord for his name (Judges 13:17).
The answer is a little different
this time: “And the angel of the
LORD said unto him, Why askest thou thus after my name, seeing it is secret?” (v. 18).
We see that the true name of
the angel of the Lord was still a
mystery that had not yet been revealed.
Revelation 19:11-16 describes
the Lord returning with great
power and glory, and one of His
names is given there: “and his
name is called The Word of God”
(v. 13). Verse 16 says, “And he
hath on his vesture and on
his thigh a name written, KING
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OF KINGS, AND LORD OF
LORDS.”
Many of God’s secrets have
been revealed to us in the New
Testament, but the final secrets
won’t be revealed until He returns, as described in Revelation
19.
In Philippians 2:5-11, Paul
speaks of the mystery of His
name, which He attained because
He humbled Himself for us, and
then writes, “Wherefore God also
hath highly exalted him, and
given him a name which is above
every name” (v. 9).
Let’s be thankful for the privilege of serving the most-high
Lord in the year ahead. Many
thanks to everyone who supported us in the work entrusted
to us by Him last year.
Therefore, I greet all the readers with my best wishes for the
New Year, in the Name that is
above all names.
Yours,
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The Church’s
Attitude toward
Israel: Part 6
BY JOHANNES PFLAUM
What is the mission of the Church concerning the Jewish
people? A biblical investigation.
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Cover Story

P

aul sees the need to discuss a wrong attitude
among the believers
toward the Jewish people,
and he does this in chapters
9 through 11 of the letter to
the Romans. He warns
against boastfulness and an
air of superiority concerning
the un-repentance of Israel.
Everything is a matter of
God’s grace: the salvation of
nations, which previously
had not been His people and
had not sought Him, as well
as Israel’s redemption in the
last days.
In this context, Paul speaks
of the olive tree (beginning
at Romans 11:17), its root
and the natural branches that
were broken off. The olive
tree signifies Israel. Here it
can be seen that a Jew is not
automatically saved. He then
talks about the wild branches
that were grafted in: these
are the people of Gentile
nations who came to faith in
Jesus Christ.
God’s promises and His
plan of salvation flow through

% 1-800-845-2420

Israel. As the Lord Jesus says
in the Gospel of John (4:22):
“…for salvation is of the
Jews.” God will keep His
Word, will fulfill all remaining
promises for Israel, and will
save His people. An understanding of this truth fills us
with profound gratitude for
all that the Lord has done
and will continue to accomplish through His people
Israel…even though we know
this nation is not yet saved.
To live in thankfulness for
what the Lord has done
through His people, and for
the promises of which we
also became partakers—this
is another aspect of the
responsibility and commission
of the body of Christ.
To be grafted into the olive
tree of course does not mean
that we should become Jewish. Unfortunately, some misunderstand this. Nor is
religious Judaism, with its
observation of Old Testament
feasts, a better way of discipleship. Rather, and this bears
repeating, we should be grate-
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The Church’s Attitude toward Israel: Part 6
The root of the tree is Christ Himself. We find this in Romans 15:12,
as well as in Revelation 5:5 and other references. Christ is the root,
and Israel is the olive tree.

fully conscious of the fact
that because of the Lord
Jesus, we—His Church—
have become partakers of
the promises given to Israel.
The root of the tree is
Christ Himself. We find this
in Romans 15:12, as well as
in Revelation 5:5 and other
references. Christ is the root,
and Israel is the olive tree.
In other words: Jesus is not
here because of Israel, but
Israel exists for the sake of
Christ. He is the center; He
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is the zenith to which all
Israel’s privileges (as listed in
Romans 9:4-5) are oriented.
And as Christ’s Church, we
are amazed at what the Lord
has done through His people
Israel and will continue to
do. It is a matter of His glory
and honor. In the end, the
word from John 10:16 will
be fulfilled: that redeemed
Israel and the body of Christ
will be one people with one
Shepherd.
(NAI1019/1038)

How did you come to faith in
Jesus Christ?
I grew up in a traditional Jewish
family in New York City. My Jewish background has always been
a central part of my identity. At
the start of my twenties, I’d developed into a Jewish atheist. I was
angry with God because of the
Holocaust and the conclusion that
my life had no meaning. But then
I realized that my anger proved
the existence of God, since I couldn’t be angry with someone who
doesn’t exist. At this point in my

life, God led two different people
to cross my path. They brought
me into contact with “Jews for
Jesus,” and I received literature
from them. And God sent a nonJewish, Christian family into my
life. They loved me enough to tell
me the truth. I had a lot of conversations and read a lot. I remember a particular book by a Jewish
believer named Arthur Kac, a
British author who is now with
the Lord, so far as I know. A very
good book that traces the development of the messianic line in

An interview with messianic-Jewish missionary Avi Snyder about the reasons why Christians don’t evangelize Jewish people, rejection, our responsibility, and “Rapture drills.” INTERVIEW CONDUCTED BY RENÉ MALGO.

“They Loved Me

Enough to
Tell Me
the Truth”
Avi Snyder

“They Loved Me Enough to Tell Me the Truth”
Scripture. Finally, in December
of 1976, I knew the gospel was
true. I just didn’t want to accept
the consequences because of the
repercussions. But then I realized
that if it is true, I as a Jew must
accept the consequences and
believe in the Jewish Messiah.
And so, on March 14, 1977, I
gave my life to Jesus. I resumed
contact with “Jews for Jesus.”
They helped me in discipleship
and to find a good church where
I grew spiritually. Shortly thereafter, I got married. And not long
after that, my wife and I were
called to join the missionary service
of “Jews for Jesus.” That was
forty years ago.
You mentioned the book by
Arthur Kac; besides the Bible,
are there any other books that
have shaped your life, your beliefs, and your thinking?
There were many. The book I
mentioned, The Messianic Hope,
by Arthur Kac, was undoubtedly
a very important book in my life.
There were also two books by
non-Christians which challenged
me. The Lord ultimately used
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these books to guide me to Holy
Scripture. The first book is Night,
by Elie Wiesel. It’s about his experiences as a teenager and a young
man in Auschwitz. The other book
is called Saying Yes to Life in Spite
of Everything: A Psychologist
Experiences the Concentration
Camp, by Viktor Frankl. He was
a Jewish psychiatrist who had
also survived Auschwitz. There
was also a book of poetry and
drawings by Jewish children from
the Theresienstadt Concentration
Camp, entitled I Never Saw
Another Butterfly. Although not
Christian, the poetry touched my
heart and made me ask why God
would allow such a thing to happen. Elie Wiesel’s book is a very,
very impressive book, which also
raises the question: where was
God? Viktor Frankl’s book makes
it clear that we can’t really live
unless we have a goal for our
lives. God used all these things
to lead me to understand that His
plan is good when we know that
He exists, He has a plan for our
lives, and the circumstances,
whether we understand them or
not, are part of His plan.

When you look back on your
ministry with “Jews for Jesus,”
what experiences stand out
for you?
There are many things. I’m grateful to the Lord for the many
opportunities in which I’ve experienced extraordinary things. The
most notable event was when
my wife and I moved to the Soviet
Union during its collapse to begin
the missionary work of “Jews
for Jesus.” It was a big adventure,
to say the least. And God richly
blessed the work, which is still
very fruitful today. By His grace,
we have bases and missionaries
in six cities and three countries
of the former USSR. Missionaries
of our work in the former USSR
were pioneers of missionary service in Germany. And the dynamic
part of the missionary work of
“Jews for Jesus” in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem was done by Russianspeaking, “Jews for Jesus” missionaries, who we sent to Israel
for service from the former USSR.
That’s a special pleasure for me.
Driving forward the missionary
work in Germany or Hungary
was exciting. I’m simply grateful
% 1-800-845-2420

that the Lord has time and again
allowed my wife and me to be
involved in such new and exciting
adventures and to gain new territory.
Why did you write the book
Jews Don’t Need Jesus…And
Other Misconceptions?
I’ve met many Christians over
the years who genuinely love the
Jewish people, but have been
misled by the doctrine that
because we are chosen, we Jews
don’t need to believe in Jesus.
That’s a misunderstanding of
what God means when He calls
us “chosen.” In the Old Testament this has nothing to do with
personal salvation; it’s about our
vocation as a people to be an
evangelistic light for the nations.
Of course, we can’t fulfill this
mission unless we’re in the right
relationship with the Lord. So,
my heart broke when I met these
sincere Christians, with their sincere love for Israel, who were so
misguided. Instead of praying
for Israel’s salvation or bearing
witness to their Jewish friends,
they were content to do noth-
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The fear of rejection keeps most unbelievers
from considering the gospel with an open
heart, because they’re worried about what
other people will think.
ing—and that is definitely the
wrong attitude.
We should also remember that
when Jesus said, “…no man
cometh unto the Father, but by
me” (John 14:6), he was speaking
to us Jews. Similarly, the apostle
Paul told a purely Jewish crowd,
the Sanhedrin, “…there is none
other name [besides the name of
Yeshua] under heaven given among
men, whereby we must be saved”
(Acts 4:12).
Particularly in Europe, the US,
and the UK, I also met nominal
Christians who don’t believe that
the Jewish people need Jesus. But
many of them really mean that
no one needs Jesus. My hope and
prayer for them is that they first
get to know the true Savior, come
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to a living faith in the Lord, and
see that everyone must hear about
Jesus, Jews and non-Jews alike.
Aside from a false understanding
of the election of the Jewish people, what reasons do sincere believers have for not evangelizing
Jews?
Whether they want to admit it or
not, even if they know what to do,
the real reason is very often fear of
rejection. This fear is fear of man.
The fear of rejection keeps most
unbelievers from considering the
gospel with an open heart, because
they’re worried about what other
people will think. They fear the consequences. And the fear of rejection,
the fear of man, is what keeps most
believers from obeying the Lord,

even though they know what He’s
calling them to do. We fear the consequences. Depending on where
we are, these consequences can be
very serious or very minor. But there
are always consequences. That’s
why we need not fear man’s
reproach. The book of Isaiah records
a wonderful verse, where God says
through the prophet, “Hearken
unto me, ye that know righteousness, the people in whose heart is
my law; fear ye not the reproach
of men, neither be ye afraid of their
revilings” (Is 51:7). He commands
us not to be afraid of people’s reaction, not to fear their rejection.
One more thing: Jesus was
rejected. In Isaiah 53, the Lord is
described as a man of sorrows,
who knew grief and was despised.
And now we have the privilege of
being identified with Him. We
shouldn’t be afraid to share in this
rejection from men, since He
endured it.
When you tell them the gospel,
what is the typical reaction of
members of the Jewish people?
% 1-800-845-2420

The reactions run the gamut. Our
people respond to us in the same
way that they responded to the
prophets, apostles, and Yeshua
(Jesus). There are those who want
to hear what we have to say, and
who react with interest and finally
with saving faith, even if they
didn’t want to hear anything at
first. And then there are others
who don’t want to hear anything
from us, and when they do hear
it, respond with fear or unease.
In the book of Ezekiel, God told
the prophet, “…thou shalt say
unto them, Thus saith the Lord
GOD. And they, whether they
will hear, or whether they will
forbear, (for they are a rebellious
house,) yet shall know that there
hath been a prophet among them”
(Ezek 2:4-5). Our responsibility
as believers in Yeshua, whether
we are Jewish or not, is to pass
on the truth in love and in a way
that people can understand. It is
our hope that our people will
respond positively. But how they
receive the message isn’t our
responsibility, but is between them
and the Lord. And I can say this:
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Our responsibility as believers in Yeshua, whether we are Jewish or
not, is to pass on the truth in love and in a way that people can
understand.
there are many of us Jews who
react negatively when we hear
the gospel for the first time, but
in the end we come to faith.

of Isaiah. But I love every part
of the Bible, and I’m grateful for
every book of the Bible that I’m
able to have.

Just like with non-Jews.
Yes, people are people.

What comes to your mind when
you hear the Lord’s promise,
“Behold, I come quickly”?
The first thing that occurs to me
is that if He comes and I’m still
here, will He be pleased with the
way I live my life? In the Gospels,
He often says, “Be watchful!” In
His parables, He often speaks of
us needing to focus on the tasks
He has entrusted to us. We should
be faithful stewards, faithful servants. We should do His works
just as He did the Father’s works.
When I first came to believe, a
friend of mine said that as a new
Christian, he thought he had to
sit and wait for the Rapture. I
asked, “So what did you do?” He
replied, “I did Rapture drills.”
And he added, “Then I realized
that instead of Rapture drills, I’d

Hypothetically speaking, if
you had to pick just one book
of Scripture, which would it
be?
That’s difficult. It may well be
the book of Isaiah, because it
unites every kind of biblical literature. It has prophecy, poetry,
the law, apocalypse…it has everything. It draws a clear picture
of the Messiah: of His two manifestations, of His first ministry
as the suffering Servant, and of
His return as the ruling King.
Sometimes I think it was no coincidence that out of all the biblical
manuscripts discovered by the
Dead Sea, the only complete
scroll found was for the book
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The book of Isaiah has prophecy, poetry, the law, apocalypse…it has
everything. Sometimes I think it was no coincidence that out of all
the biblical manuscripts discovered by the Dead Sea, the only complete scroll found was for the book of Isaiah.

better distribute tracts and tell
people about the Lord.”
What advice do you have for
our readers who love Israel
and the Jewish people, and
want to participate in their
evangelism, but don’t know
how to proceed?
First, make prayer for the salvation of the Jewish people an
integral part of your prayer times.
Second, pray that God will reveal
opportunities to you in which
you can share the gospel with
Jewish people. And pray for us,
% 1-800-845-2420

for “Jews for Jesus,” and
for other ministries that
are spreading the gospel
among the Jewish people.
You non-Jewish Christians should realize that
you have a great advantage
in sharing the gospel with
Jewish people. When we
bring the gospel to the
Jewish people, there’s partnership
between Messianic Jews such as
myself, and non-Jewish Christians. Consider the way of a Jewish person to the faith, as from
A to Z. How many times will the
Lord use someone like me? He
will use me in the beginning, perhaps from A to I, to arouse the
interest of a Jewish person and
make him aware that there are
Jews who believe in Jesus. He’ll
meet with me and maybe talk
with me a few times. Basically,
he wants to know two things:
what do I believe, and why do I
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believe? Sometimes he also wants
to know why I’m stupid enough
to believe that. But the question
of whether it’s true doesn’t interest
him yet. Then he realizes that it’s
risky to keep meeting with me.
My mere presence is a challenge
to him. Finally, he has to deal
with the question: is it true? And
if it is, how should he handle it
as a Jew?
At this point, he doesn’t want
to talk to me anymore. But he’s
still interested. Who will he talk
to? Someone like you. He’ll speak
to a non-Jewish Christian, because
they’re not a threat. He doesn’t
have to deal with the consequences. He can tell himself that
it’s just a nice, cross-cultural, intellectually stimulating discussion.
And you can keep talking to him.
Through your words, he’ll understand the gospel, and through
your life, he’ll realize that what
you believe is true. Now someone
like me is coming back into his
life, because now he wants to be
reassured by the knowledge that
he isn’t alone in making this decision: that there are other Jews

16

who believe in Jesus and stand
by his side. So you see, non-Jewish
Christians have a big advantage.
Jewish people aren’t surprised
when Christians try to talk to
them about their faith. They
assume that all non-Jews are
Christians and talk about Jesus.
It’s very sad when Christians
impose silence on themselves,
because it’s never a surprise to us
Jews when Christians start talking
about Jesus. That’s what we expect
you to do!
What I can offer believers reading this interview: if you want
real, practical advice on how to
reach your Jewish friends, contact
us. We’re glad to help. We’re
happy to offer support resources.
We’re also very thankful when
you pray for our evangelization
among Jewish people. It’s easy to
find us online. You can go to the
website (jewsforjesus.org). We
want to be available to our brothers and sisters in the Lord, and
help them take on the role that
God has provided for them in
spreading the gospel among the
Jewish people.
(MR0619/1016)
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Jewish Prayer Has Returned to
the Temple Mount

Jewish worshipers are able to pray on the Temple
Mount with what appears to be the tacit consent of
police forces at the site, The Jerusalem Post observed
during a visit there.

Jewish worshipers pray in full view of police on Temple Mount
(photo credit:THE ASSOCIATION OF TEMPLE MOUNT ORGANIZATIONS)
Led by Rabbi Eliyahu Weber and joyfully singing “Let
us go up to the Temple,” a quorum of 10 Jewish men
ascended the Temple Mount at the beginning of non-Muslim
visiting hours at 7:00 a.m.
Upon reaching the eastern gate of the Dome of the Rock
shrine, Weber and the group of Jewish men, and two women,
stopped for between five and 10 minutes to recite the cantor’s
repetition of the central Amidah prayer, including the components

% 1-800-845-2420
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ISRAELI MED
TECH HELPS USA
echnology developed
by Israel’s MedAware
could potentially save
the United States health
system $800 million
annually by preventing
medication errors, based on
a study published in the
Joint Commission Journal
on Quality and Patient
Safety.
MedAware uses AI
methods similar to those
used in the finance sector to
stop fraud, by identifying
“outliers” from a trend or
practice in order to
recognize suspicious or
erroneous transactions.
Most other electronic health
record alert systems are rule
based.
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for congregational participation.
A kohen, a member of the priestly line,
gave the blessing to the worshipers that
is part of the daily morning service.
In the past, the police would routinely
eject or detain any non-Muslim seen to be
praying in any way at the holy site, and
this stance was mostly backed by the
courts, which ruled that although in theory
Jewish prayer was legal on the Temple
Mount, the police were entitled to prevent
it due to security considerations.
Jewish Temple Mount activists have
credited current Internal Security Minister
Gilad Erdan with making the conditions at
the site far more amenable and welcoming
for Jewish visitors. The number of visits
by Jews has increased dramatically as a
result, from around 10,000 in 2015 to
29,000 in 2019.
“The essence of our presence on the
Temple Mount shows that this place belongs
to the Jewish people,” said Weber. “If we
don’t come, [it appears] that it doesn’t
interest us. The Temple Mount is ours, and
we need to know the importance of being
there.”
“The ultimate goal is to be able to offer
sacrifices in the Temple,” Weber says simply. “We are not really dealing with that
right now because there are many stages
to this.”
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There is religious controversy regarding
Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount, let
alone when it comes to work aimed at
rebuilding the Temple. The influential Torah
scholar Maimonides taught that the Temple
would be built by Messiah. Other scholars
believe that the Temple will descend from
the heavens in the messianic era, while
the modern right-wing flank has called for
Jews to build the Temple now and usher
in the Messiah.
-www.jpost.com, 12 December 2019

Commentary: The goal of rebuilding

the Jewish temple on the Temple
Mount is supported by a minority of
Israelis. Yet there is an increase of Jews
visiting the place in recent years. Thus,
the question: will there be a third temple? We believe that unless a supernatural event takes place, the building
of the temple on the Temple Mount
is all but impossible for two reasons:
1) the Muslim Dome of the Rock was
completed in 691 AD—that means
over 1,329 years ago—and is recognized by UNESCO as a World Heritage site. 2) Israel’s Declaration of
Independence clearly states: “We will
guarantee full freedom of conscience,
worship, education, and culture; will
safeguard the sanctity and the invio-

On the Horizon
lability of the shrines and holy places of all religions.”
Indeed, the Messiah will build the temple, and He
has been doing so since the day He declared, “I will
build my church.” When the Messiah comes, something
totally different—literally out of this world—will take
place in Jerusalem. Revelation 21 describes the new
Jerusalem, yet verse 22 states: “And I saw no temple
therein: for the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are
the temple of it.”
It is, however, understandable
that Jews in Israel sense that the
center of worship—according to
the Old Testament—is missing.
Thus, they will continue to do
everything in their power to rebuild
the temple in Jerusalem.
7150
(See The Temple and the Tabernacle, Item #2314, $19.99.)

EUROPE

Innovation Technology
Networking with Israel

The European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) extended its pan-European innovation
network to Israel, inaugurating a new hub in central Tel Aviv at a ceremony attended by Israeli and
European business leaders.
Established by the European Union in 2008, Budapestheadquartered EIT’s 50 innovation hubs and 1,500
partners across Europe aim to boost innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe by supporting collaboration between
business, education and research groups.
The Tel Aviv hub—located at the city’s Azrieli Sarona
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FRENCH ALIYAH
ENCOURAGED
s antisemitism
continues to rise in
France, emphasis is
now being put on
encouraging Jewish
students to study in Israel
after school.
One thousand students
from Jewish schools in
France arrived as part of
“Bac Bleu Blanc”
(graduates in Blue and
White), a project initiated
and organized by the
Jewish Agency’s
educational arm Israel
Experience.
The program exposes
participants to Israeli
universities, academic
opportunities and options
for aliyah. Participants also
tour the country.

A
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EU Ambassador to Israel Emanuele
Giaufret speaks at the inauguration of
the EIT Hub in Tel Aviv
(Photo Credit: Dana Tal-El)
Tower—is the EIT’s second facility outside
the continent, following the launch of a
similar hub in the Silicon Valley.
“The relationship between the European
Union and Israel is a very close relationship
based on history, values and common
ways of looking at the future,” said EU
Ambassador to Israel Emanuele Giaufret.
“Europe and Israel are close because
of trade, but this relationship goes well
beyond trade. It touches issues of security,
environment, innovation, education and
many others. This is why we are here
today. The hub that we are opening tonight
is about our cooperation in areas of research
and innovation.”
EIT also aims to advance objectives
set out by Horizon 2020, a research and
innovation program established by the
European Research Council to enhance
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the continent’s global competitiveness.
The Horizon 2020 program, of which Israel
is a member state, has offered nearly $80
billion of funding for innovative research
projects since it commenced operations
in 2014.
To date, EIT’s operations have powered
over 2,000 start-ups and scale-ups across
Europe, creating more than 6,100 jobs
and in excess of 900 new products and
services. Supported ventures, EIT says,
have raised more than $1.65 billion in
external capital.
“This is about solving the big challenges
that Europe and the world faces today,”
said EIT Director Martin Kern, citing pressing
issues including climate change, digital
transformation, food innovation and sustainability.
-www.jpost.com, 11 December 2019

Commentary: We note that this Euro-

pean institution, EIT, has included
Israel as a member state, although
Israel is not geographically located in
Europe. The EU ambassador mentions, “The relationship between the
European Union and Israel is a very
close relationship based on history...”
What he left out is Biblical history.
One has to keep in mind that, when
Jesus was born, Rome was established

On the Horizon
as the final Gentile superpower on earth. We have
reason to believe that, under the Roman system, Jesus
will return to Israel and destroy the entire infrastructure—not only of the European Union, but also the
world. From Jerusalem, He will establish His righteous
kingdom, as documented in Daniel 2:44: “And in the
days of these kings shall the God
of heaven set up a kingdom, which
shall never be destroyed: and the
kingdom shall not be left to other
people, but it shall break in pieces
and consume all these kingdoms,
and it shall stand for ever.”
7148
(Seex 40 Days Through Daniel, Item #2304, $14.99.)

TURKEY

Muslims Must Unite Against the
West

In a speech to the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, Turkey’s president Recep Tayyip Erdogan
slammed Israel and called for Islamic unity among
the “brothers and sisters” to confront the West and
conspiracies against Islamic countries. Turkey’s ruler
insinuated that Turkey was a victim of “terrorist
attacks” because of its “principled stance” against
“oppression in Jerusalem.”

BRIEF 
NEWS IN

CHRISTIAN
POPULATION
GROWS
he Christian population
of Israel currently
stands at
approximately 177,000
citizens, or 2% of the
overall population,
according to data published
by the Central Bureau of
Statistics (CBS).
Over three-quarters
(77.5%) of Christians living
in Israel are Arabs, the CBS
said, representing 7.2% of
all Israeli-Arab citizens. The
majority of non-Arab
Christians living in Israel
are citizens who
immigrated to Israel since
1990, together with Jewish
family members under the
Law of Return.

T

-jpost.com
23 December 2019

Turkey’s leader claimed that the country wants to
“better protect children, women, elderly and disabled
against western threats.” In this part of the speech he stressed
conservative, far-right and family value themes, arguing that
the West was attacking the concept of the family. “The more
we protect our family structure,” Turkey’s leader said, indicating
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Commentary: Based on Wikipedia,

TURKISH PRESIDENT Recep Tayyip
Erdogan. (photo credit: REUTERS)
that, “We will never stop defending the rights
of the Palestinians and standing in solidarity
with all the oppressed,” he said.
“The better we protect children, women,
elderly and disabled against western threats,
the more we protect our family structure,”
he said, arguing that western imperialists
were seeking to divide and rule the Islamic
world, according to Anadolu’s version of the
speech. Erdogan also claimed that Muslims
are one quarter of the world but are isolated
and that Muslims must unite to push their
political influence and “cultural prowess” to
bring Islamic civilization to its “rightful place.”
Erdogan’s speech was a way for Ankara
to cement itself as a global champion of
Islamic causes. Recently Turkey has spoken
out about Kashmir and Muslims in China
and has also sought to rally countries around
Jerusalem to oppose US President Donald
Trump’s policies and Israel’s policies.
-www.jpost.com, 9 December 2019
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Turkey’s human rights report card
stands close to an F. “Tens of thousands
of public servants and soldiers were
purged in the first week following
the coup. …One day after the coup
was foiled, 2,745 judges were dismissed and detained…followed by
the dismissal, detention or suspension
of over 100,000 officials…reaching at
least 135,000 with the 7 January’s
decrees, about 160,000 after 29 April
2017’s suspensions and arrests decree
and 180,000 after 8 July 2018’s massive
dismissal decree. This make up about
10% of Turkey’s 2 million public
employees.”
Turkey’s population is almost 82
million, of which 99.8% are Muslim.
Life expectancy is 75.3 years. GDP
per capita stands at $27,000. One of
the more drastically negative figures
is that of infant mortality: 16.6 deaths
per 1,000 live births. Turkey’s exports
stand at $166.2 billion, while imports
are listed at $225 billion for 2017.
Israel, in contrast, has a population
of 8.5 million, of which 74.7% are Jewish, 17.7% Muslim. It is the only functioning democratic government in all
the Middle East. Life expectancy in
Israel stands at 82.7 years, and infant

On the Horizon
mortality is 3.4 deaths per 1,000 live births (USA 5.7
deaths per 1,000). Per capita GDP stands at $36,400.
There simply is no comparison between Turkey or
other Islamic nations and Israel. What is Israel’s future?
“The remnant of Israel shall not do
iniquity, nor speak lies; neither shall
a deceitful tongue be found in their
mouth: for they shall feed and lie
down, and none shall make them
afraid” (Zephaniah 3:13).
7147
(See Prophecy for Judah, Item #1084, $17.50.)

ISRAEL

Murderer Honored with Plaque
at Bethlehem School

A Palestinian teenage suicide bomber has had a
plaque in her honor placed at a school in Bethlehem.
17-year-old Ayyat al-Akras murdered two Israelis and
injured 28 others when she blew herself up near a
supermarket in Jerusalem on March 29, 2002. One of her victims
was also a teenage girl and the other was a 55-year-old security
guard who prevented al-Akras from entering the supermarket,
saving many lives.
Now she has been commemorated as a role model for children
at the Bethlehem High School for Girls, with a plaque in her honor
placed at the entrance to the school, a recent Facebook post by
the school has revealed.
According to Palestinian Media Watch, the text on the plaque
reads: “This memorial was established in cooperation between
the Education Directorate [a branch of the PA Ministry of Education]
and the Fatah Shabiba [Youth Movement] organization, in order
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GAS PIPELINE TO
EUROPE
rime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu
held telephone
conversations with Cyprus
President Nicos
Anastasiades and Greek
Prime Minister Kyriakos
Mitsotakis.
The three agreed to hold
a summit of leaders soon
during which an “EastMed” gas pipeline
agreement is expected to
be signed, creating a gas
pipeline from Israel through
Cyprus to Europe.
The government
ministries, headed by the
Ministry of Energy and the
Prime Minister’s Office,
have in recent years
promoted the project that
they say will “contribute to
Europe’s energy security
and to the prosperity of
Israel and the
Mediterranean.”

P
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heroic,” they commented.
-www.jpost.com, 11 December 2019

Commentary: The unthinkable is still

to commemorate the Martyrs of the AlAqsa Intifada at the Bethlehem High
School for Girls for the anniversary of
the outbreak of the Palestinian revolution.”
The entrance on which the plaque is
placed is flanked to the left by a drawing
of Yasser Arafat, while to the right is the
logo of the Fatah Shabiba Youth Movement, which includes a map of ‘Palestine’
covering the whole of what is currently
Israel with the colors of the Palestinian
flag.
Palestinian Media Watch, a non-profit
Israeli research center which reports on
Palestinian matters, noted that promoting
violent jihad to children is not uncommon
in Palestinian-authority run schools.
“Telling teenage girls that a suicide
bomber of their age is an honored ‘Martyr’
on a prominent plaque they see daily at
the entrance to their school, sends two
morally deplorable messages: First, that
murdering Israelis is not only acceptable
but honorable and second, that killing
oneself in order to kill Israelis is likewise
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accepted, encouraged, and even honored—namely, the indiscriminate
murder of Israeli civilians.
Much can be said about the conflict
in the land of Israel between the
defeated Arab Palestinians and the
Jews, but one thing is crystal clear:
no civilized government, society, or
other group of people would openly
and publically demonstrate coldblooded murder as heroism.
Such and many other reports are
rarely published by the global media.
Why not? Because it would legitimize
Israel’s insistence to increasingly take
possession of the Promised Land.
“And the captivity of this host
of the children of Israel shall possess
that of the Canaanites, even unto
Zarephath; and the captivity of
Jerusalem, which is in Sepharad,
shall possess the
cities of the south”
(Obadiah 20).
7146

(See

Prophecy

Gentiles,
$12.50.)
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Mark and Elisabeth
By Samantha LaGoy
Public Relations Secretary to David Phillips

6At the Home, Fern, 94 yrs.

M

ark and Elisabeth walked
into the Ebenezer Home
and asked to speak to our
team concerning their elderly father, Eli. They wanted to know how
Eli could become a resident of the
Ebenezer Senior Citizens’ Home—
Haifa. Upon sitting down with
them, we realized that Eli required
nursing care. Our hearts dropped.
We had to look at Mark and Elisabeth and explain to them that
legally, due to us not having a nursing ward yet, it was too late for us to
accept their wonderful father. We
could not legally welcome him into
the Home, as much as we would
have loved to, now that he needed
nursing care. Mark and Elisabeth
sat there in disbelief. It was too late
for their father to come live at
Ebenezer? Had they known this
they would have come to us earlier,
but they wanted to keep their father

% 1-800-845-2420

home with them as long as they
could! Now it was too late? What
were they going to do? There was
only one thing they could do: admit
him into a non-believing nursing
home. It was almost too much to
think about. Put their loving father
in a nursing home that did not support those who believe Yeshua is
the Messiah? It could mean discouragement and even depression
for their father, to be placed in a
home which could despise him for
his faith in Yeshua! Yet, what could
they do? Legally, we could not accept him with our licensing as an
assisted living only facility, and he
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needed care that we were now unable to provide.
People often ask, why do we
need to raise finances for a nursing
home? It’s this simple. There are
many, many families who find
themselves in the place of Mark
and Elisabeth. They have lovingly
cared for their parents or spouses
as long as they possibly could, and
then come to us for help. The only
problem is, we are not legally allowed to take them in at this point
in their care. With a licensed nursing ward, we could accept them,
even if they find themselves needing nursing care. We would not
have to turn away these precious

P R O J E C T

believers and their families any
longer. People like Eli and many
others, could now find haven
at the Ebenezer Senior Citizens’
Home!
This is where you, my brothers
and sisters, can make such a huge
difference for people just like Eli.
Will you help us raise the finances
that we need to build this nursing
home? Every little bit helps, to
make this much-needed nursing
home a reality for people just like
Eli.
Thank you, and may God bless
your decision!
Email: ds4eeh@gmail.com
Phone: 803.281.0535

Mail to: Midnight Call Ministries, PO Box 84309
Lexington, SC 29073
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“But Judah shall dwell for ever, and Jerusalem from
generation to generation. For I will cleanse their blood
that I have not cleansed: for the Lord dwelleth in Zion”
(Joel 3:20-21).
BY ARNO FROESE

T

he prophet Joel sees Israel’s end, which is not
destruction but grace and
forgiveness. Notice the Lord’s
residence is in Jerusalem: “…for
the Lord dwelleth in Zion.”
These
definitions—such
as
Jerusalem, City of David, Zion,
Mount Moriah—are to a degree
interchangeable; they identify
the location of the center of the
world. This may sound strange,
but nothing really matters except Jerusalem. Why? Because
that is the place where God was
manifested in the flesh. And
there, outside the walls of
Jerusalem, the Lord Jesus Christ,
the only begotten Son, poured
out His life in His blood on Calvary’s cross—a self-sacrifice to
atone for sin.

% 1-800-845-2420

It was from Jerusalem that the
wonderful message of the Gospel
of salvation spread to the uttermost parts of the world. But it almost seems as if God detoured
Israel when it came to salvation.
When Simeon prophesied after he
had seen the eight-day-old Savior,
he made this statement: “A light to
lighten the Gentiles, and the glory
of thy people Israel” (Luke 2:32).
Just before God destroyed Sodom
and Gomorrah, He said this in
Genesis 18:18b: “and all the nations of the earth shall be blessed
in him.” Clearly, the Gentiles are
included.
We have to look carefully at the
prophecies Simeon pronounces:
“…Behold, this child is set for the
fall and rising again of many in Israel” (Luke 2:34). This cannot be
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said about any other nation.
Hundreds, maybe thousands of
nations have existed throughout
the 6,000 years of human history, but most have disappeared—vanished without a
trace. Why? Because they have
no such promise as Israel does.
We know that Israel’s fall took
place in AD 70, when Roman
forces destroyed Jerusalem and
the temple because of their rebellion against Rome. That was
the fall, but there will be a rising
again of Israel. It is what we are
experiencing, witnessing, reading, and hearing about almost
on a daily basis.
History is remarkable, and
the perception of it is quite diverse as well. Here in the USA,
we sometimes read on road
signs “historical marker.” That
indeed is true for the US. Americans are taught from kindergarten of the founding of the
political identity in 1776 and
the historical significance of various places.
Here I am reminded of one
event many years ago; I was to
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lecture at a church in Grevenbroich, Germany. After consulting the encyclopedia, it became
difficult to establish what date
the city was founded. The
Catholic encyclopedia spoke of a
chief house founded in 1281.
One summary was quite interesting about this city: “historically
not significant, relatively new
city, established some 700 years
ago.”
But when it comes to Israel,
particularly Jerusalem, it’s quite
different. Here an excerpt from
an article in the Jerusalem Post,
entitled, “2,600-year-old Hebrew
seal found near Western Wall”:
A 2,600-year-old seal bearing a
Hebrew name was uncovered in
dirt excavated in 2013 near the
Western Wall, archaeologist Eli
Shukron said.
The seal is inscribed with the
name of “Adoniyahu Asher Al
HaBayit,” meaning “Adoniyahu by
Appointment of the House,” the
most prominent role in the king’s
court in the Kingdom of Judea
that appears for the first time on
the list of ministries of Solomon.

“This is the first time this kind

Adoniyahu in the Bible, the most

of archaeological discovery has

famous being King David’s son,

been made in Jerusalem,” said

as mentioned in the Book of

Shukron, who conducted the ini-

Kings.

tial excavations at the foundation

-www.jpost.com, 11 September 2019

stones of the Western Wall on
behalf of the Israel Antiquities
Authority. “The biblical term
‘Asher Al HaBayit’ was the highest
ranking

ministerial

position

beneath the king during reigns of
the kings of Judea and Israel; it is
undoubtedly of great significance.”
According to the City of
David Foundation, there are
three people with the name

Israel has its roots in Jerusalem,
and these roots are still being
made evident even 2,600 years
later. Therefore, it should not
surprise us that the world at
large continues to reject Israel’s
claim to the Promised Land as
outlined in Scripture. The god
of this world does not want the
Jews to be a specially-called
people.
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